Abstract: The brain seeks to combine related inputs from different senses (e.g., hearing and vision), via multisensory integration. Temporal information can indicate whether stimuli in different senses are related or not. A recent human fMRI study (Noesselt et al. [2007] : J Neurosci 27:11431-11441) used auditory and visual trains of beeps and flashes with erratic timing, manipulating whether auditory and visual trains were synchronous or unrelated in temporal pattern. A region of superior temporal sulcus (STS) showed higher BOLD signal for the synchronous condition. But this could not be related to performance, and it remained unclear if the erratic, unpredictable nature of the stimulus trains was important. Here we compared synchronous audiovisual trains to asynchronous trains, while using a behavioral task requiring detection of higher-intensity target events in either modality. We further varied whether the stimulus trains had predictable temporal pattern or not. Synchrony (versus lag) between auditory and visual trains enhanced behavioral sensitivity (d') to intensity targets in either modality, regardless of predictable versus unpredictable patterning. The analogous contrast in fMRI revealed BOLD increases in several brain areas, including the left STS region reported by Noesselt et al. [2007: J Neurosci 27:11431-11441]. The synchrony effect on BOLD here correlated with the subject-by-subject impact on performance. Predictability of temporal pattern did not affect target detection performance or STS activity, but did lead to an interaction with audiovisual synchrony for BOLD in inferior parietal cortex. Hum Brain Mapp 33:1212-1224,
INTRODUCTION
Events in the environment often stimulate more that one sense. A burgeoning literature illustrates that the brain can exploit relations between stimuli in different senses to enhance sensory representations, via multisensory integration [e.g., for overviews see Beauchamp, 2005; Calvert et al., 2004; Doehrmann and Naumer, 2008; Driver and Noesselt, 2008; Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006; Kayser et al., 2009; Macaluso and Driver, 2005; Spence and Driver, 2004; Stein and Meredith, 1993] . Ideally multisensory integration should only combine information from different senses when this information is related. A variety of cues can indicate whether stimuli from different senses are related, such as their relative spatial [e.g., Macaluso et al., 2000 Macaluso et al., , 2004 Stein and Meredith, 1993; Wallace et al., 1996] , semantic [e.g., Beauchamp et al., 2004a,b; Ghazanfar et al., 2005; Hein et al., 2007; Noppeney et al., 2008] , or temporal properties [e.g., Bischoff et al., 2007; Bushara et al., 2001; Calvert et al., 2001; Macaluso et al., 2004; Meredith et al.,. 1987; Noesselt et al., 2007; Stevenson et al., 2010; Wallace et al., 1996] . Here we focus specifically on temporal relations and primarily on human fMRI studies.
Human behavioral studies indicate that synchrony between auditory and visual events can potentially enhance their perceived saliency, compared to unisensory or asynchronous stimulation [e.g., Frassinetti et al., 2002; Lovelace et al., 2003; Odgaard et al., 2003 Odgaard et al., , 2004 . These findings compliment an abundance of invasive animal studies demonstrating that the relative timing of events in different modalities can be a key determinant of whether and how multisensory integration arises between them in the brain [e.g., Kayser et al., 2008; Meredith et al., 1987; Stein and Wallace, 1996; Wallace et al., 1996] . Although there have been several multisensory human fMRI studies of spatial and/or semantic relations between stimuli in different senses [e.g., see Calvert et al., 2000; Doehrmann and Naumer, 2008; Macaluso and Driver, 2005 , among many others], there have been somewhat fewer multisensory human fMRI investigations on the role of timing [though see Bushara et al., 2001; Calvert at al., 2001; Hertz and Amedi, 2010; Noesselt et al., 2007; Stevenson et al., 2010; van Atteveldt et al., 2007] . Noesselt et al. [2007] acquired human fMRI data during non-semantic trains of beeps and flashes with erratic jittered timing. Their key manipulation was whether the auditory and visual trains were synchronous or unrelated in timing (while conserving the same overall temporal statistics for each train in both conditions). They found that several brain regions were affected, but particularly highlighted a region (peak at x ¼ À54, y ¼ À50, z ¼ 8) in multisensory left posterior STS [cf., Beauchamp et al., 2004a,b; Bischoff et al., 2007; Calvert et al., 2001; Hein et al., 2007; Macaluso et al., 2004; Meienbrock et al., 2007; Stevenson and James, 2009; Stevenson et al., 2010; Werner and Noppeney, 2010] that showed higher BOLD signal during the synchronous versus temporally unrelated auditory-visual stimulus trains. They proposed that this region may serve to detect synchrony between auditory and visual stimuli [see also Macaluso et al., 2004; Stevenson et al., 2010] .
Several new questions arise from these findings, which we addressed here. First there is the issue of how neural effects of audiovisual synchrony may relate to behavioral effects. Noesselt et al. [2007] were unable to relate their observed fMRI effects of audiovisual synchrony, on brain areas such as STS, to any behavioral impact of such synchrony. Here we introduced target monitoring tasks that had to be performed concurrently on the auditory and visual trains of stimuli, allowing us to determine if audiovisual synchrony affected target detection in either modality, and whether there was any relation of this to the fMRI effects.
A second issue is whether the temporal predictability of auditory and visual trains may matter for the impact of audiovisual synchrony on brain activity and on performance. There is a growing literature on so-called ''predictive coding'' in the study of perception [see Dayan et al., 1995; Friston, 2005; Helmholtz, 1860; Mumford, 1992; Rao, 1999] which emphasizes that predictable stimuli may be processed differently from unpredictable ones [e.g., den Ouden et al., 2009; Furl et al., 2010; Overath et al., 2007; Summerfield and Koechlin, 2008] . It has also been suggested that the brain may seek to derive the ''generative model'' [e.g., Friston, 2005] that can most readily explain and even predict sensory observations. In this respect, it may be noteworthy that in the Noesselt et al. [2007] audiovisual study, each train of stimuli was highly erratic in timing. As those authors noted, this made it highly unlikely that the two modalities would coincide accidentally, unless they were generated by common supramodal events in the external world. Thus the combination of unpredictable timing with perfect audiovisual synchrony may have provided particularly strong information that events in the two modalities were related.
But since only erratic, temporally unpredictable stimulus trains were used in Noesselt et al. [2007] , they were unable to determine if this was actually critical for the observed influence on STS. One possibility is that activity for STS (and related areas) may be increased by audiovisual synchrony in a strictly bottom-up manner, regardless of predictable or unpredictable contexts. An alternative possibility is that audiovisual synchrony may have more impact for temporally unpredictable stimulus trains [as tested by Noesselt et al., 2007] than for predictable trains, since the latter have a simpler underlying ''generative model.'' Note that arranging audiovisual synchrony for temporally regular trains only requires the first events in such trains to be aligned across the two modalities, since co-incident timing of all the subsequent events will then take care of itself due to the regularity; whereas for erratic trains every successive event needs to be specifically arranged in order to maintain synchrony across modalities.
Here we addressed these issues by manipulating not only audiovisual synchrony versus asynchrony for stimulus trains, but also the temporal predictability of those trains.
We examined the impact of these factors (and also any interaction between them) not only for fMRI activations, but also for performance in a target-monitoring task performed for both vision and hearing. The task was to detect higherintensity targets occurring in either modality, within trains of non-target events at a standard intensity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Sixteen right-handed participants (mean age 24.7 years, 9 female) with no history of neurological or psychiatric illness gave written informed consent. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing by selfreport. This study was approved by the University College London Research Ethics Committee and conducted in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).
Stimuli
Each standard visual stimulus was a checkerboard (4.5 Â 4.5 ; 9 Â 9 squares; light squares 6.40 cd mm À2 , dark squares 1.98 cd mm À2 ) flashed for 33 ms in the upper right quadrant (centered at 8 ) of a dark grey screen (1.37 cd mm À2 ). A 30% of trials included a visual target that was identical except for having a higher contrast (exact value titrated for each participant as explained below, with brighter squares having a mean of 11.0 AE 0.24 cd mm À2 , darker squares, 0.22 AE 0.28 cd mm À2 ; contrast change from standard averaging 6.34 AE 0.32 cd mm À2 ). The standard auditory stimulus was a 33-ms 1,000-Hz pure tone [mean 49.5 AE 7.8 dB(A)] with 5-ms ramp applied at both the onset and offset. On 30% of trials (separate from those with a visual target) an auditory target was presented that was identical except louder. For auditory stimuli it was the standard stimulus intensity that was titrated for each participant. The auditory target was always presented at a maximal 60 dB(A); the difference in intensity from the titrated standard averaged 10.5 AE 7.8 dB(A). Actual stimulus intensities were set for each participant during in-situ practice with the scanner running, so that target hit-rate was $ 70% in each modality. Please note that the rationale underlying this task of monitoring for higher-intensity targets among standards was to provide a performance measure that might be influenced by our manipulations of audiovisual synchrony and/or temporal predictability for the trains. It was not our intention to identify ''oddballlike'' brain responses, and our higher-intensity targets were not particularly rare (occurring on 60% of trials when summed over modalities, see below). Instead we were interested in the possible impact of audiovisual synchrony and temporal predictability for the trains in which targets could appear, both for affecting target detection performance, and also for fMRI activations. Each 3-s trial comprised presentation of a rapid auditory stimulus train containing 19 pure tones, plus a rapid visual stimulus train containing 19 checkerboard flashes. Both trains always started and ended at the same time for all conditions, to prevent any extended periods with only unimodal stimulation from arising during the asynchronous conditions, and to ensure that the initial-onset, finaloffset, and duration was identical for all trains in all experimental conditions. (Please note that despite this close matching of conditions, we still found substantial behavioral and fMRI effects of audio-visual synchrony versus asynchrony throughout the train, see below). The same 18 stimulus-onset-asynchronies (SOAs) between successive events within each sensory train were used for each trial, so as to conserve temporal structure between modalities and conditions. These 18 SOAs were each multiples of the screen refresh rate 60 Hz, in the range 100-234 ms, derived from a sinusoid-like distribution around the mean SOA of 167 ms; see Figure 1 . The SOAs on each trial were always fully sampled (once each) from this same underlying distribution of 18 SOAs, for both modalities.
Experimental Design
A 2 Â 2 factorial design manipulated synchrony between the auditory and visual trains, and orthogonally the temporal ''predictability'' of events within those trains. Audiovisual (a) synchrony was manipulated via the relative start points in the SOA sequence for the two sensory trains (see Fig. 1 ). The start points were either the same for both trains (synchronous) or one train started 5-13 positions (550-1,500 ms) further along the selected sequence for one modality, then cycled around the earlier positions later (asynchronous) in a wrap-around design.
The predictable and unpredictable temporal-structure conditions were created by manipulating the order of the SOAs within a particular trial. The order of the SOAs could cycle around the sinusoidal structure already explained for successive SOAs (thus predictably), albeit starting at a random point in this cycle on each trial so as to match the distribution of possible starting SOAs from the unpredictable condition. Alternatively the order of the 18 SOAs was randomized (unpredictable). The same underlying SOA sequence was used for both the auditory and visual trains on any given trial, i.e., either both were predictable or both were unpredictable (with the specific unpredictable sequence on a given trial in the latter case being used either in a synchronous or asynchronous manner between the two modalities). Accidental coincidences between auditory and visual events in the ''asynchronous'' conditions (which actually presented the same patterns of successive SOAs, but with lags of 550-1,500 ms, see above) were not artificially prevented, but instead allowed to occur naturally at a rate (5.8% of events) which was too rare to analyze. Moreover, as will be seen, we found clear main effects of audiovisual synchrony for both behavioral and fMRI measures, so the rare 5.8% of accidental synchronies in the ''asynchronous'' conditions evidently did not undermine our synchrony manipulation.
In 30% of trials one standard auditory event was replaced with the higher-intensity auditory target; in a separate 30% of trials one standard visual event was replaced with the higher-intensity visual target; while in the remaining 40% of trial all stimuli were standards. This produced 12 trial types in total (synchronous/asynchronous Â predictable/unpredictable temporal structure Â visual/auditory/no target) which were presented in a fully intermingled order. Higher-intensity targets were restricted such that they could not appear in the first six events on a given trial (thereby allowing the temporal properties of that trial to be established prior to target occurrence), nor as one of the last three events.
Examples of our stimuli from the different conditions are available for inspection online (view supplementary information), although please note that exact presentation rates when inspecting these stimuli may depend on capabilities of the computer used.
Experimental Procedures
Participants performed three functional imaging sessions of 14.4 mins, each comprising 120 trials (30 trials for each of the four audiovisual conditions produced by the 2 Â 2 design for synchrony and predictability factors), plus 16 further null events (6 s), all presented in a pseudo-randomised order. Each audiovisual combination of rapid trains lasted 3 s, after which participants were given 1.5 s to make a 3-AFC button press to indicate whether a louder tone, a higher contrast flash, or no target had been present in the preceding stimuli. There was an inter-trial interval of 1.5 s. A central fixation cross (0.5 , 10.81 cd mm
À2
) remained on the screen throughout the experimental session.
Experimental Setup
Visual and auditory stimuli were presented using Cogent v1.25 (Vision Lab, University College London, UK; http://www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk/), running in Matlab v6.5 (MathWorks, Natick, MA) on a Windows PC. Visual stimuli were back-projected onto a screen (30 Â 26 ) using an LCD projector (LT158; NEC, USA) with the resulting image visible to the participant inside the scanner via a mirror mounted on the MR head coil. Auditory stimuli were presented via etymotic earphones (E-A-RTONE 3A Insert Earphone, E-A-R Auditory Systems, Aearo Company, Indianapolis, USA), with external ear defenders worn to reduce background scanner noise. Participants made responses on a three-button, fiber-optic keypad with the index, middle or ring finger of their right hand, as recorded by the stimulus PC. Eye position was recorded Schematic illustration of how SOAs and train start-points were selected to yield the four conditions of our two (synchrony) Â two (predictability) factorial design. At the far-left and far-right of the figure, example stimulus onsets are shown for each modality as points along a horizontal timeline. In the more central parts of the figure (on shaded background), particular SOAs are plotted along the y-axis, against the successive event number within a train along the x-axis. The same 18 SOAs were used between successive events within each sensory train on every trial, drawn from a ''sinusoidal'' distribution of such SOAs (see central plots, on shaded background, in upper row). The exact order of these SOAs in each train of stimuli was manipulated to generate the 2 Â 2 design. The temporal predictability of successive SOAs either followed a predictable/sinusoidal (top row) or unpredictable/scrambled (bottom row) SOA sequence. Orthogonal to this, the relative timing between auditory and visual trains was either synchronous (left half of figure) or asynchronous with shifted start points in the SOA sequence (right half of figure) . Arrows highlight the same selected SOAs in the auditory (grey) and visual (black) sequences, to help convey how lag instead of synchrony was generated.
throughout using a long-range remote infrared video system (E5000; Applied Science Laboratories, Bedford, MA).
Behavioral Measurements
Hit-rates and false-alarm rates were each calculated separately for each target modality, as permitted by our use of separate response buttons for indicating presence of a visual or auditory target. The auditory and visual hit-rates were the proportions of correctly detected target-present trials for each respective modality. The auditory falsealarm rate was the proportion of auditory target-absent trials (i.e., trials with no target or a visual target) for which an auditory target-present response was erroneously given. The separate visual false-alarm rate was the proportion of visual target-absent trials (i.e., trials with no target or an auditory target) for which a visual target-present response was erroneously given. Hit-rates and false-alarm rates for each modality were then used to generate sensitivity (d') scores for each modality separately, via signal detection theory.
Target detection sensitivity d' (¼ Z(P hits ) À Z(P false alarms )) for target-present trials were calculated for each of the four audiovisual conditions, as were mean reaction times (RT), with d' or RT scores then entered into 2 Â 2 repeated measurement ANOVAs. Trials with no recorded button response during the inter-trial interval (averaging only 3% AE 0.69% of trials) were omitted from behavioral and fMRI analyses. All statistical analyses on behavior were performed in SPSS v16.0 (SPSS, Chicago, USA).
Scanning Protocols
A Siemens 3T Allegra MRI (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with head coil system was used to acquire high-resolution T 1 -weighted anatomical images (176 sagittal slices, FoV ¼ 256 mm Â 240 mm FoV, 1 mm 3 voxel size); fieldmap images (double-echo FLASH, TE 1 ¼ 10 ms, TE 2 ¼ 12.47 ms, 3 mm Â 3 mm Â 2 mm resolution and 1 mm interslice gap); and T 2 *-weighted echoplanar functional images for blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast (40 slices, 2-mm slice thickness and 1-mm gap, 3-mm resolution in plane, slice TE ¼ 30 ms, volume TR ¼ 2.4 s, 64 Â 64 matrix). To reduce acoustic noise during scanning, we used a custom EPI sequence with a sinusoidal read out and lower slew rates [Balteau et al., 2008] . Although this sequence is slightly quieter (by 2.5 dB(A)) than the standard EPI sequence used on the Siemens Allegra at the Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging (UCL, London), the scanner sound was still audible throughout the whole session. Thus we did not use ''sparse'' scanning and the task was not performed in silence (although please note our use of etymotic earphones plus ear-defenders, and the constant nature of the scanner sounds regardless of experimental conditions). Three EPI sessions of 360 vol.
were collected and the first 5 vol. were discarded to allow for T 1 equilibrium effects.
fMRI Analysis
The fMRI data were submitted to statistical parametric mapping, using SPM5 software [http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm; see Friston et al., 1995] . Scans from each participant were realigned using the first as a reference; unwarped incorporating fieldmap distortion information; spatially normalized into MNI standard space; resampled to 3 Â 3 Â 3 mm 3 voxels; then spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm FWHM, in accord with the standard SPM approach. The 12 trial types (2 levels of synchrony Â 2 levels of temporal predictability Â 3 target types, i.e., auditory, visual or none) were entered into an fMRI design matrix as separate regressors. These were modeled using 3-s boxcars across each of the audiovisual presentations, with a first order parametric modulator for manual reaction times added for each trial to model any brain responses relating to the speed of these motor responses. Regressors of no interest derived from the eye data were also entered: first and second order polynomial parametric modulators for mean pupil width, horizontal position, vertical position, and movement per volume were modeled, plus an additional stick-event regressor for eye blink events [see also Ruff et al., 2006 , for a similar approach to eye data during fMRI]. Regressors were convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function and its temporal derivatives in SPM5. Six further regressors derived from image realignment were entered to account for any residual head movement artifacts.
Linear compound contrast images were created to assess the main effects and interaction of the two critical audiovisual factors: synchrony and temporal predictability (collapsed across target types, which were of interest here for our behavioral measure instead). These condition-specific effects were first estimated for each participant according to the general linear model and then entered into a second-level random-effects analysis for statistical assessment across participants [Friston et al., 1999 ]. An initial voxel threshold was set at t 15 > 5 as a prerequisite for subsequently assessing whether clusters survived correction for multiple comparisons [at P FWE < 0.05; see Brett et al., 2003; Friston et al., 1994] , as reported for our whole-brain analysis. In addition to this corrected whole-brain comparison, we also conducted region of interest (ROI) analyses for a brain area that was of particular interest a priori [in particular, for the STS region highlighted by Noesselt et al., 2007; see below] . Peak locations for all significant clusters are reported in MNI space.
An a priori ROI was preselected at a site in left posterior STS (x ¼ À54, y ¼ À50, z ¼ 8). This site was previously identified in the Noesselt et al. [2007] study as corresponding to a multisensory region preferentially activated during synchronous rather than asynchronous audiovisual trains. On the basis of their previous study, we predicted enhanced BOLD signal in this region for synchronous versus asynchronous audiovisual presentations. We could also test here whether this multisensory STS region would also show any influence of temporal predictability (that might potentially modulate the impact of synchrony); and any relation to behavioral impacts upon higher-intensity target detection. To interrogate the left STS ROI as previously identified by Noesselt et al. [2007] , we extracted parameter estimate beta values for each voxel within an 8-mm sphere centered at the predefined Noesselt et al. coordinates of x ¼ À54, y ¼ À50, z ¼ 8, then averaged across voxels within that sphere using the MarsBaR toolbox [Brett et al., 2002] . The resulting values for each participant were then entered into ROI contrasts for the effects of interest.
We also implemented a robust regression analysis (MATLAB robustfit function, default bisquare option) to test for any relation between the mean percentage BOLD signal change (extracted via the MarsBar toolbox) in the ROI as a function of experimental condition, with the observed subject-by-subject behavioral change in auditory d' or visual d' for target detection in the corresponding conditions. Specifically, we compared the change in d' for each target modality (scored separately) during synchronous versus asynchronous presentations with the change in BOLD percentage signal for the same contrast. Note that by applying this test for brain-behavior relations to an independently predefined ROI, we were able to avoid the selection biases and circularity that can otherwise arise due to potential ''double-dipping'' [Kriegeskorte et al., 2009] . Note also that by using the robustfit function, we could guard statistically against any such brain-behavior relations being driven primarily by unrepresentative outliers.
For completeness at the request of a reviewer, we also implemented analogous brain-behavior robust regression analyses for all clusters activated more by synchronous than asynchronous conditions (see below). Although posthoc, these brain-behavior regressions were again applied to clusters that were initially defined separately from any consideration of behavior, to avoid circularity. Because one such cluster encompassed both the left putamen and thalamus, we used anatomical masks [MarsBar AAL ROI library; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002] to separate this cluster into its constituent anatomical parts.
RESULTS
Audiovisual Synchrony Enhances Behavioral Detection Sensitivity (d') for Higher-Intensity Targets Among Standards in Either Modality
Mean behavioral target-detection sensitivity (d') for each modality is plotted in Figure 2 as a function of audiovisual synchrony and predictability of the temporal trains. Target-detection sensitivity was enhanced by audiovisual synchrony, but predictability had no impact. A three-way repeated-measure ANOVA (synchrony Â predictability Â target modality) confirmed a significant main effect of audiovisual synchrony on d' (F (1,15) ¼ 102.8, P < 0.001). Audiovisual trains that were synchronous led to enhanced d' (mean AE S.E.M, 2.76 AE 0.23) compared to asynchronous conditions (1.41 AE 0.13). Note that this is by definition a multisensory effect, since only the relationship between modalities varied as a function of synchrony versus asynchrony; the nature of events within each single modality, when considered alone, was fully conserved regardless of synchrony. This impact of synchrony did not interact with target modality (F (1,15) ¼ 0.125, P ¼ 0.73) nor predictability (F (1,15) ¼ 0.159, P ¼ 0.70) and there were no other significant terms in the three-way ANOVA.
Reaction times for target-present trials were also facilitated for synchronous (mean 665 AE 40 ms) versus asynchronous (735 AE 45 ms) conditions, leading again to a main effect of synchrony (F (1,15) ¼ 21.506, P < 0.001), but no other significant terms in a comparable three-way ANOVA on the RT data (Table I) . Hence the RT pattern agrees with the d' pattern for behavioral results. For both measures, performance was enhanced by audiovisual synchrony (even though this synchrony in itself gave no information about whether a particular event was a target or nontarget); but 
fMRI Data: Audiovisual Synchrony Enhances BOLD in STS and Auditory Cortex Plus a Wider Network
Whole-brain analysis revealed significant enhancement of BOLD signal in a network of brain regions due to audiovisual synchrony (see Fig. 3a and Table II) . A main effect of synchrony > asynchrony was found for the left posterior STS as predicted, plus further areas [as was also the case in Noesselt et al., 2007] known to be involved in auditory processing (bilateral superior temporal gyri, including Heschl's gyrus and planum temporale). Several further areas (SMA; left precentral and postcentral gyri; bilateral putaman and thalamus) were also activated. While some of these additional areas would traditionally be associated with motor-related processing, several of these regions have been activated in recent studies on timing processes [e.g., Bengtsson et al., 2009; Grahn and Brett, 2007; Grahn and Rowe, 2009 ] which may explain their sensitivity to synchronous timing here. No brain areas were more active for the asynchronous than synchronous conditions.
As mentioned earlier, in addition to the whole-brain analysis we also focused on a left posterior STS ROI that had been selected a priori, based on the results from the related previous study of Noesselt et al. [2007] . They had particularly emphasized their finding of higher BOLD for synchronous than unrelated audiovisual trains in posterior left STS, peaking at x ¼ À54, y ¼ À50, z ¼ 8 in their study. An 8-mm spherical ROI centered on these coordinates (see schematic in Fig. 3b ) also showed a main effect of synchrony > asynchrony as reported above (t 15 ¼ 2.549, P (1-tail) ¼ 0.01), that did not interact with predictability. This STS ROI was not the sole region to show the main effect of audiovisual synchrony here (see Fig. 3a and Table II), as had also been the case in Noesselt et al. [2007] ; see their Table II . But the STS ROI was nevertheless of major a priori interest here, due to Noesselt et al.'s emphasis upon it and also the wider interest in STS for audiovisual multisensory fMRI studies [see also Beauchamp et al., 2004a,b; Calvert et al., 2001; Macaluso et al., 2004; Stevenson and James, 2009; Stevenson et al., 2010; Werner and Noppeney, 2010] . It is thus noteworthy that the same STS ROI as in Noesselt et al. again showed enhanced BOLD due to audiovisual synchrony here. Moreover a novel finding was that this impact of audiovisual synchrony on the STS ROI was found regardless of the new factor of temporal predictability, which had no significant influence on this ROI.
To address a reviewer request, we seeded a simple ''effective connectivity'' analysis in the STS ROI, testing for condition-dependent changes in residual covariation with other remote brain areas, as a function of condition. This ''psychophysiological interaction'' (PPI) analysis [Friston et al., 1997] revealed no significant remote covariations with STS as a function of condition. We next turn to the possible relation of the audiovisual synchrony impact on BOLD in the STS ROI, that was unaffected by predictability, to the corresponding impact of audiovisual synchrony on behavioral target detection (cf. Fig. 2 ), which likewise was not modulated by predictability.
Brain-Behavior Relation Within the STS ROI for the Effect of Audiovisual Synchrony
We used the same independently-defined STS ROI to assess any relation between the BOLD effect due to synchrony and the behavioral enhancement of target-detection Table II. (b) A synchronous > asynchronous effect was also found in a predefined left STS ROI (8 mm sphere centered at [À54 À50 8] co-ordinates taken from Noesselt et al. [2007] , as indicated schematically here by red circle. (c) In a robust-regression analysis (see main text), the impact of synchrony > asynchrony (the ''change'' plotted corresponds to the difference in this subtraction) for percent BOLD signal in each participant was found to be positively related to their synchrony > asynchrony behavioral effect (the ''change'' plotted again corresponds to this subtraction) for both auditory (P ¼ 0.002; grey circles) and visual (P ¼ 0.028; black crosses) target detection sensitivity, d'. Lines shown are from the Robustfit regressions for each modality. sensitivity (d') for the synchronous versus asynchronous conditions. Since the ROI was predefined based on Noesselt et al. [2007] , this circumvented any ''double-dipping'' problems that can otherwise arise in some searches for brain-behavior relations [Kriegeskorte et al., 2009] . We implemented a robust regression which revealed that across participants (n ¼ 16), the increase in percentage BOLD signal for the STS ROI in synchronous minus asynchronous conditions was significantly related to the participant-by-participant increase in detection sensitivity (d') for the synchronous conditions, for both auditory targets (y ¼ 1.027x þ 1.187; t 15 ¼ 3.86, P ¼ 0.002) and visual targets (y ¼ 0.784x þ 1.213; t 15 ¼ 2.45, P ¼ 0.028) targets (see Fig. 3c ). This indicates that participants with a greater increase in BOLD signal for synchronous audiovisual presentations, within the independently-defined STS ROI, also tended to have a greater perceptual increase for target detection in both senses during audiovisual synchrony.
For completeness, a reviewer asked that we perform similar brain-behavior regressions for all of the regions that had been significantly activated by audiovisual synchrony versus asynchrony in our whole-brain analysis (cf. Table  II ). The outcome of this post hoc further analysis (cf. our a priori focus on the STS ROI) is shown in Supporting Information Table SI. In brief, some further brain-behavior relations were found in this way for bilateral putamen, extending into left thalamus. Separation of the left putamen/thalamus cluster by anatomical masks further revealed that BOLD signal change in the putamen appeared positively related to both visual and auditory d' measures; while the thalamic portion appeared positively related only to auditory d' [see also Noesselt et al., 2010] . The reviewer also suggested that we conduct a further whole-brain test for any brain-behavior relations to determine if any further regions (beyond those in Table II and Supporting Information Table SI ) might show such relations; none were found (neither at our corrected thresholds, nor at a less stringent criterion of P < 0.001 uncorrected). Likewise a whole-brain search for any regions showing significant differential BOLD response for correct versus incorrect trials found no such areas other than left pallidum (see Supporting Information, including Table SII) that we shall not discuss further as this was unexpected.
Synchrony Effect on BOLD Modulated by Temporal Predictability Only in Right Inferior Parietal Cortex
We also examined whole-brain SPMs for any significant interaction between synchrony and temporal predictability in BOLD signals. Testing for stronger effects of synchrony > asynchrony during predictable than unpredictable trains revealed a significant interaction only in right inferior parietal cortex (peaking at x ¼ 57, y ¼ À48, z ¼ 42; peak z-score ¼ 4.11; cluster P FWE ¼ 0.028) see Figure 4 . Pairwise t tests confirmed that BOLD signals in this cluster showed a Peak voxel co-ordinates (MNI space) and statistical values (t > 5) are listed for significant clusters (P FWE < 0.05).
Figure 4.
Temporal predictability modulates the audiovisual synchrony effect in rIPL. Difference between synchronous and asynchronous conditions was modulated by temporal predictability for the BOLD signal in right inferior parietal lobule (rIPL) (interaction SPM shown here thresholded at voxel t > 5 and cluster P FWE < 0.05). The plot of percentage BOLD signal for each audiovisual condition illustrates the nature of this interaction; see main text. Group means plotted (AE1 s.e.d. for synchrony versus asynchrony differences).
r Audiovisual Synchrony, STS, and Target Detection r r 1219 r significant enhancement for synchronous compared to asynchronous conditions only for trials with predictable timing (t 15 ¼ 3.0, P (2-tail) ¼ 0.009), but not for trials with unpredictable timing (t 15 ¼ À0.5, P (2-tail) ¼ 0.489, n.s.); see corresponding plot in Figure 4 . None of the regions which had shown a main effect of audiovisual synchrony (Fig. 3 and Table II) showed such an interaction; nor did the STS ROI.
Furthermore there were no significant clusters (and no impact on the STS ROI) for the reverse interaction that we had motivated as a theoretical possibility in our Introduction; namely stronger synchrony effects for unpredictable than predictable trains. Finally no brain regions showed any significant main effects of predictability.
DISCUSSION
We tested the impact of audiovisual synchrony between temporally unpredictable or predictable stimulus trains, both for performance in a target-detection task performed on both modalities; and also for fMRI activations examined with corrected whole-brain analysis and for a multisensory STS ROI motivated a priori by other recent fMRI work [Noesselt et al., 2007 ; see also Beauchamp et al., 2004a,b; Bischoff et al., 2007; Calvert et al., 2001; Hein et al., 2007; Macaluso et al., 2004; Meienbrock et al., 2007; Stevenson and James 2009; Stevenson et al., 2010; Werner and Noppeney, 2010] . The Noesselt et al. [2007] study provided one close precedent for the current work. But unlike here they did not impose a behavioral target-detection task for the stimulus trains in the two modalities. Nor did they vary the temporal predictability of these trains (they had used only unpredictable, temporally erratic streams). Hence, as explained in our Introduction, their finding of higher STS activation during audiovisual synchrony might have been specific to their very unpredictable context, for which only synchrony can provide a simplifying ''generative-model'' of the otherwise erratic sensory inputs.
Here we found higher BOLD during audiovisual synchrony than asynchrony, within a network encompassing auditory cortex, STS, plus other regions previously associated with timing functions; see Figure 3a and Table II . Moreover we also found this effect of audiovisual synchrony specifically for the STS ROI centered at the left STS region finding emphasized by Noesselt et al. [2007] . Importantly, none of these regions that showed a main effect of audiovisual synchrony were affected by our new predictability factor, including the STS ROI. Furthermore there was no significant interaction anywhere in the brain of the specific form that was theoretically motivated in our Introduction (namely a potentially larger impact of audiovisual synchrony for unpredictable trains in particular). The present results thus suggest that the impact of audiovisual synchrony on these regions (including the STS ROI) arises in the same bottom-up manner, regardless of predictable or unpredictable temporal context. Put another way, the central finding in Noesselt et al. [2007] -namely increased activation of STS and further regions due to audiovisual synchrony-evidently does not depend on the erratic, temporally unpredictable nature of the stimuli that they had used. Here we find this activation pattern regardless of whether the stimulus trains are unpredictable or predictable.
Turning to behavior, a further advance on previous work is that here we were able to document an impact of audiovisual synchrony for a target-detection task performed on the same trains that led to the BOLD effects. Specifically, target-detection sensitivity (d') for higher-intensity targets differed for both modalities between the synchronous than asynchronous conditions, with objectively better performance in the synchronous than asynchronous presentations (see Fig. 2 ). Analogously to the fMRI results mentioned above, this impact of audiovisual synchrony on behavior arose regardless of whether the trains were predictable or unpredictable. This behavioral effect of audiovisual synchrony is of interest in its own right. It represents a non-trivial multisensory finding, since the occurrence of a higher-intensity target in one modality was never signaled by the nature of events in the other modality.
Moreover here we were able to link these significant behavioral effects on auditory and visual d' due to audiovisual (a) synchrony to the corresponding BOLD effects on the independently pre-defined STS ROI. Participants showing larger BOLD effects of synchrony in STS also tended to show larger benefits in performance, as confirmed for both auditory and visual performance with robust regression of the BOLD data against the behavioral d' scores (see scatter-plot in Fig. 3c ). This suggests that the responsivity of STS to audiovisual synchrony does relate to multisensory benefits in performance for each modality. A similar brain-behavior relation was also observed post hoc for putamen/thalamus, indicating that STS may be just one part of a wider network.
The participant-by-participant brain-behavior relation that we observed for the STS ROI is reminiscent in some respects of a recent study by Werner and Noppeney [2010] . Using degraded videos and auditory clips of tools or musical instruments, they reported a positive relation between the multisensory impacts upon activity in a similar region of STS and upon behavioral task sensitivity (d'), when collapsing across tasks of object classification or detection of an embedded tone and/or flash target. Their study compared responses to multisensory object stimuli presented to both senses (congruent and synchronous) against a combination of unisensory responses to stimuli in which the object was presented to one sense only, while white noise was presented concurrently to the other sense (incongruent). Although they presented auditory and visual stimuli for all conditions, their target object was presented to both senses in the ''congruent'' condition (multisensory targets) but to only one sense in the ''incongruent'' condition (unisensory targets). Therefore their r Marchant et al. r r 1220 r congruent multisensory condition arguably provided more information about targets. This contrasts in some respects with our study, where each target event (if present) was only defined in one particular modality for all our conditions, yet we could still measure the beneficial impact of audiovisual synchrony upon detection of targets in either modality. Thus here we were able to show that temporally synchronous audiovisual presentations can enhance target detection even when synchrony (versus asynchrony) provides no information about whether a particular event was a target stimulus, or instead a standard stimulus. Our specific findings thus join a wider literature documenting multisensory effects that can arise even when a second modality provides no objective information about the target-defining property in a first modality [see Noesselt and Driver, 2008] .
Here our critical comparisons were made between synchronous and asynchronous multisensory conditions. As noted by a reviewer, it might be interesting in future extensions of the current work to include unisensory baselines also. Those might in principle allow tests for whether audiovisual synchrony enhances performance and related brain activations relative to unisensory baselines; while audiovisual asynchrony might impair performance and related brain activations relative to such baselines. This was not implemented here, however, because any such unisensory baselines would require only one modality to be attended for the target-detection task. Here instead both modalities always had to be attended in all our conditions, making our contrasts well-controlled in that respect.
Another potentially interesting future direction, suggested by another reviewer, might be to examine the impact of synchrony and temporal predictability for more naturalistic stimuli than the tones and flashes that were used here for simplicity and experimental control. Stevenson and James [2009] observed that different types of naturalistic audiovisual stimuli (e.g., speech, objects) can produce multisensory effects at somewhat different locations along the STS [see also Calvert et al., 2001; Macaluso et al., 2004] . Extending our own paradigm to more naturalistic stimuli could be a useful step, although here we deliberately avoided stimuli with semantic associations in order to isolate any effects due to audiovisual synchrony and/or temporal predictability per se.
Moving beyond STS, we also found that auditory cortex (superior temporal gyri) showed enhanced BOLD for audiovisual synchrony. Noesselt et al. [2007] had also found in the strongest effect of audiovisual synchrony within the temporal lobe to arise in the STG (see their Table II). This may accord with other demonstrations that some parts of auditory cortex can receive convergent input from other senses [e.g., see Ghazanfar et al., 2005; Lakatos et al., 2007 ; see also Bizley et al., 2007; Kayser et al., 2007 Kayser et al., , 2008 Schroeder and Foxe, 2005] via direct or indirect anatomical connections [see Falchier et al., 2002 Falchier et al., , 2010 . We did not find any impact of synchrony upon visual cortex, unlike Noesselt et al. [2007] . Since null outcomes in fMRI have to be treated with caution, we will not make much of this, except to note that a different outcome might have been found if using visual stimuli more similar to those used by Noesselt et al. But the this result does not undermine our positive results for STG and STS; nor the behavioral findings of enhanced target-detection d' due to audiovisual synchrony; nor the brain-behavioral relation we found for the STS ROI in particular, which was not present for other cortical regions.
The lack of audiovisual synchrony effects in visual cortex here (e.g., for the calcarine sulcus) also appears somewhat different to a recent study by Lewis and Noppeney [2010] , but their study differed from ours in many respects. They used a visual rotational-motion task, finding performance benefits and increases in visual cortex BOLD when auditory clicks were made synchronous (versus asynchronous) with the visual rotations that had to be judged. Moreover, activity in V5/hMTþ related to the subject-by-subject benefits in visual discrimination for rotational motion that they found due to synchronous (vs. asynchronous) clicks. But their design was not closely comparable to ours. Here both modalities were always task-relevant, whereas only vision was judged in their study; targets were defined by intensity-differences here, rather than higher-level properties such as motion; and audiovisual synchrony here did not provide any information about which visual time-points provided target information. Finally, visual targets were not embedded among visual noise-elements here, unlike Lewis and Noppeney [2010] .
In addition to affecting STS and auditory cortex, synchronous audiovisual presentations here also led to increased BOLD in the thalamus, some parts of which may conceivably act as a multisensory relay centre [for reviews see Cappe et al., 2009; Smiley and Falchier, 2009 ; see also Noesselt et al., 2010] . The SMA and putamen were also affected; these areas are thought to be involved in temporal analysis and rhythmic prediction [Bengtsson et al., 2009] . Greater activity [Grahn and Brett, 2007] or functional connectivity between these regions and auditory cortex [Grahn and Rowe, 2009 ] has previously been demonstrated for some structured temporal sequences (e.g., regular isometric beats). But we found no impact of temporal predictability versus unpredictability with the stimuli used here. We note that unlike past work on regular beats, our stimulus trains lasted only three seconds (see Fig. 1 ), had a rapid rate of events (6 Hz on average), and even our ''predictable'' conditions never presented a regular isometric beat (instead following a sinusoidal distribution of intervals between successive events). On the other hand, the brain was evidently sensitive to the particular form of temporal predictability we used here, as indicated by the final result we shall discuss.
Specifically, right inferior parietal cortex showed an impact of audiovisual synchrony only for the predictable (sinusoidal) temporal patterns. BOLD signal here was highest in the predictable synchronous condition, which is the most constrained situation and thus might be considered as lowest in entropy or ''free energy'' [Friston, 2010] . This finding confirms that even though our predictability manipulation did not affect the target-detection task or the synchrony effects in STS and STG, this manipulation was nevertheless effective and the brain could detect the temporal predictability when present. Moreover, it is noteworthy to identify a brain region, here in right parietal cortex, which evidently combines information about the predictability of each temporal pattern with the synchronous relation to the other modality. Context-specific modulation of audiovisual synchrony effects on right inferior parietal cortex activity has previously been shown for synchrony effects with audiovisual speech stimuli, as a function of common or discrepant spatial location [Macaluso et al., 2004] . Accordingly we speculate that this region may be involved detecting non-accidental relations between multiple properties of audiovisual stimuli. But we note also that here behavioral target detection was not affected by the particular interaction between predictability and synchrony that arose for right inferior parietal cortex, only by audiovisual synchrony (as for STS and STG). Moreover the inferior parietal BOLD effects did not relate systematically to participant-by-participant behavioral patterns, unlike the STS. Hence our conclusions focus primarily on the pattern found for STS ROI, which was the area of main a priori interest in any case, given prior work.
CONCLUSIONS
We found that audiovisual synchrony enhanced the BOLD response in posterior STS (plus a wider network of regions including STG and subcortical structures), regardless of whether the stimulus trains were predictable or unpredictable. Likewise target-detection sensitivity (d') for higher-intensity targets was enhanced by audiovisual synchrony (again regardless of temporal predictability of the stimulus trains), even though each target was defined by intensity within only one modality. The effect of audiovisual synchrony on BOLD in a left STS ROI [predefined by the separate data of Noesselt et al., 2007] related systematically to the participant-by-participant behavioral d' effect for both auditory and visual targets. Several other regions (auditory cortex, SMA, putamen, thalamus) also showed stronger BOLD signals during auditory-visual synchrony; while the right inferior parietal cortex was unique in showing an impact of audiovisual synchrony only for predictable temporal patterns. Our results indicate that STS is sensitive to audiovisual synchrony, regardless of temporal predictability, and may mediate the impact of audiovisual synchrony on behavioral sensory performance.
